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       What doesn't kill me can only make me stronger 
~Kid Ink

Really ain't one to boast, but I'm doing better than most 
~Kid Ink

Don't be distracted by doubters. 
~Kid Ink

I'm always thinking of ideas and sounds. I am waiting on something
new and dope to inspire me. 
~Kid Ink

In my position, I think the best thing I do is just keep girlfriend involved. 
~Kid Ink

I think people think that labels can get you features more than you can
get your own. I just doesn't work like that. 
~Kid Ink

It's natural for me to step into the beat-making side of things next in the
future. 
~Kid Ink

I love hitting the stage and I don't think I could trade that for sitting in
the basement making beats. 
~Kid Ink

My agenda will never change from making good music and staying
relevant. 
~Kid Ink

Either way we'll still be working [me and Sterling Simms] on something
new and see where it goes from there. 
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~Kid Ink

I'm never too nervous about releasing music. I like to see what the
people think because it helps me make myself better as an artist for
them. 
~Kid Ink

To me, Toronto is a good party city, I think Vancouver has the best
smoke, you know. And then, Montreal has the best..uh..Chinese food? 
~Kid Ink

I feel like when you're an artist and you first come out - people don't
want you to be as creative as you could possibly be as a musician.
More so they really want you to stick to something. 
~Kid Ink

It just inspires me to release an album and know that I can work on a
core fanbase. The grind: Just make good music and it translates. 
~Kid Ink

I had to figure out what to make for myself as an artist. As a producer
you make stuff for all kinds of different people. I was making beats for
other artists but not for myself. It was kind of weird. 
~Kid Ink

Expect to get more than you expected [from Crash Landing project].
Expect more than a mixtape. 
~Kid Ink

I haven't stopped making music since I started at 16 and throughout the
years I made a lot of different connections and had a lot of
opportunities. 
~Kid Ink
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I almost feel like I'm still in a molding stage so the feedback and
response not only inspires me but guides me in a certain direction as
well. 
~Kid Ink

It's not like I just take the beat, rap on it and take it for what it is, I
always have the producer send it to me, loop the track out, move some
stuff around. 
~Kid Ink

My personal favorite records might have to be "Keep It Rollin" and
"360" featuring Meek Mill...oh and the Intro Is Murder! 
~Kid Ink

I wrote and concepted 99% of the ideas for Crash Landing and we
reached out to a lot of different popular producers like Jahlil, KE, Kajmir
Royale, Hit-Boy etc. 
~Kid Ink
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